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SUMMARY
The objective of thin program was to identify innovative, promising concepts
for passive, digital-compatible optical sensors, and to establish the tech-
uoloily have required for their development. The intended application for
there sensors is in digital electronic propulsion control systems for
commercial and military aircraft. The program wits divided into three specific
work tasks no described below.
Task 1 was an idea generating phase in which a screening study was performed
to identify and evaluate several promising concepts, from which one would be
chosen to pursue through the rest of the prograun. Sensors to mcx ►s ll re such
par-ameters as air temperature, air pressure, air- density, flow velocity, and
tip clearance were presented. The optical digital_ tip clearance sensor was
chosen as most promising.
Task 2 consisted of the analysis and preliminary design of the tip clearance
sensor selected in Task 1. Application was chosen to be in the TF34
compressor section. Laboratory experiments were performed to investigate
several aspects of the sensor's optical circuit. Assessments were made of
each sensor subsystem and recommendations were given for necessary develop-
ment programs. Quantitative predictions were made of such performance goals
as sensor ranee, accuracy, transient response, environmental sensitivity
aril power requirements.
Task 3 c»isisted of the preparation of a test plan for demonstrating the
feasibility of the concept. A demonstration wits planned to include all
elements of the sensor in a brassboard model. Through recorded measurements,
the test was designed to show that tip clearance can accurately be measured
and that ultimate performance goals can be met.
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INTRODUCTION
I'hc 111 cd for,
 Opt ical Digital Sensor Technology dcvelol,mcnt programs relates
llrrid,smcntally to th y•
 increased complexity of the next generation of
lirolntlsiun systems, in tcr •tns (it' the number of controlled variables, inher•cut
cycle variabi 1 ity, inlet-cnllinc-cxhau>+t control integration, and engine
coedit son monitoring. This level of engine complexity and the expanding
need for- more complete aircraft/engine control integration, forces a
cortvm •nsur.rte increase ill
	 complexity and capability of the control
systvm, which includes scrtrcor technology.
Digital electronics represents the only viable nu • ans of achieving the desired
reliability, life cycle cost, and weight for control systems applied to
advanced gas turbine engines. With the inherent ability to "time share" in
the computations section (it' the control, increasing control complexity
% iVIdS n very much smaller increase ill
	 (and hence failure rater),
when compared to present control system mechanizations. Digital electronic
.Tproaclws also offer •
 improved accuracy with envirorunont,il tolerances when
c • o►
 PAI'cd to analog approaches.
Aircraft ga.., turbine performance and efficiency are severely affected by
compressor and t tu • b i ne blade tip clearances. It has been shown on deve lop-
mcnt engines that ct'ficiency call he improved at steady-state power levels
by . iudiciously cooling the stator section. Mechanical methods earn also be
devised to vary the stator diameter. Future engines could be made more
efficient at varied power • levels by it closed-loop control and actuation
system that would ;ollomatically maintain the desired running clearance. A
accessary clement of Olis system would be it 	 clearance sensor that is
simple and reliable. Optical sensing methods, which are non contacting and
do not need it servo pressure source, have obvious advantages over mechanical
methods. An optical tip clearance sensor would he suitable for tip clearance
mca:+urcmcnt/control throughout the gas turbine industry.
77
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SENSOR CONCEPT SCREENING STUDY
CONCEPT GENERATION
An idea generatinil btudy wa ► conducted to help identify promising cor!epts
for pasreive, digital compatible optical sensors. Several literature
s earches were performed based on investigating the following three topics:
(I) Optical or electro-optical devices and phenomena and tl ►eir
applicability to possible sensor systems.
(2) Available theory and data on the variation of optical
properties of materials as a function of pressure,
temperature, and strain.
(3) Methods for detecting changes in opt: ral properties.
The y literature searches served not only to stimulate sensor ideas directly,
lout also to broaden the general optics technology base.
IDENTIFIED CONCEPTS AND EVALUATION
The following is a list of the twelve optical sensor conceptr generated
during the screening study. Detail descriptions are contained in the
T;isk 1 Concept Screening Study Final Report.
( 1) 114- fract. i ve Index Tompe ► ature Sensor
('-) Temperature/Pressure Encoder
0) Turbine Tip Clearance Sensor
( 10 Vortex Shedding Flow Sensor/Velocimeter
(0 Vortex Shedding Flow Sensor;Reflective
(6) Temperature/Pressure ,Sensor IIy Triangulation
(;) Turbine Inlet Temperature By Emission
(8) Fuel Drop Size Monitor
(9) Activated Gas Fragment Velocimeter
( ln) Velocimeter By Cross-Correlation
(11) Air Temperature By Absorption
The Contractor rated the concepts under the categories of degree of
digital compatibility, ease of development, engine/control system payoff,
and on-engine feasibility. These ratings reflected a maximum feasibility
confidence and payoff significance towards the turbine tip clearance sensor.
3
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CONCLUSIONS
It was concluded t h.et the turbine tip clearance sensor concept promised the
most payoff fot' the • le, ► st Hak and should bey developed further. An engine
mounted tip clearance sensor would contribute to a significant improvement
in engine efficiency from opet'ating at small tip clearances by allowing
c lotwd loop e 1 carance coot ro l . Decreased specific fuel consumption and
other environmental factors increase • the importance of developing this
sensor. It was decided by the NASA Project Manager to pur:+ue this concept
t hrotiuh the revue i nder of the Contract.
It
PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
of THE OPTICAL TIP CLEARANCE SiYSOR
SENSOR PROFILE
The bamie sensing concept employed by this►
 optical tip clearance sensor is
shown in F itlure 1. It coltsists of bringing l ight 1' rom it source through
film-l- opt ic cablex, arnd projecting it across the engine rotor cavity as a
very narrow bran. The thin beam is produced by projecting the image of the
tip of the input fiber optic cable to the center of the Tensing region using
an input lens of correct focal length and it Imam narrowing aperture. Thv
ray of lr+1ht than forms a chord across the arc swept by the tip of the
rotor •
 hlades. As the blades rotate, the light ray is periodically interrupted.
Ile- i ►m thinness affects the abruptness of the light attenuation and thus
inherent sensor accuracy. A focusing output lens concentrates the signal
into the output fiber optic cable which activates a photodiode. The cle a rance
(-.Ill N . determ ined by measuring the duration of time that the signal is
blocked and unblocked by counting digital clock pulses. The ratio of these
count:+ is an indication of clearance, that is, the longer the signal is
blocked -it a liven speed, the closer the tip is to the shroud.
Sensor geometrical relation ships are presented in Figure 2. Variable
c'efinitions art . its fe+l low+:
R - Rotor blade radius, +►n+
N - Rotor speed, rpm
O( - ( e max) - Angle bir • tween blades, rad
E) - Anclle of licrht blockage, rad
t - Time of light blockage, seconds
t l - Time of blade passing, seconds
b - Tip clearance, mini
The deri% +-d
 equation for calculating tip clearance is,
L 	 It cos^ 	(Ol t. l/'-t2)	 _ R
U	 sin 0
A^ each -;uccvssivv rotor blade blocks and Ilnbloclis the light beam, a point
is reached as clearance decreases, when the next blade enters the sensing
reckon beforr the previous blade has left. The radial distance between
when a blade first begins to nip the light beam and when this point is
reached, is the sensor ' s useable range of measurement. This range varies
with the diametral size and blade spacing of each particular rotor to
06 ch the sensor is applied, according to the equation,
Sensor Range = It I 1-cos (a/2)1
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SENSOR APPLICATION
Me Turbine Area
The t goticaI tip clearance sensor was ori0i tin Ily concei ved for application
to the entline turbine area. In this case, typical sensor measurement
1:1111'14 • 3+ were 4) 11 the order of t7.35 nun (().(fl it inches). Upon closer investi-
ilat ion, it woo seen tl ►at the turbine environment and structure complexity
are Mucli that would require substantial development in order to solve several
problem), particular t,) 1 hr turbine. The extreme temperature ►+ reached in the
lip clearance sensor nauu ► tinil re(Iion dictate special design emphasis on
thermal effects. Due to the complexity of the turbine )shroud assembly and
yurt-nunding structure, space for mounting the tip clearance sensor is at a
premium. In addition, circumferential temperature variations and shroud
wiliest forces tend to (,ru g(- distortion of shroud assembly roundnesm and
concentricity. Given a particular engine for turbino tip clearance sensor
application, the above aspacts would require in -depth study.
The Compressor Area
Under NASA-Lewis direction, the optical tip clearance sensor designed for
this Contract. was to have its app.iention in the compressor region of the
TF')4 engine. This particular compressor consists of fourteen (14) rotor
statleri with it casing material of G Al -4V titanium or AMS 4011. It wits
decided to plan for mounting the sensor to mea sure stage nine (0) rotor tip
c learan(f • . Air flow at this stage auks up to about 377 0C (7W E') and
exper i enre9 pt •es pur•ere up to 1.')x111' N/m" (101) pnia). Take off speed is
17'.:(X) IU'M. Fiwire 'i Nhows at, overall view of the TF')4 compressor region
of interest.
LAB EXPERIMENTS
Purpose
Concern over the design of the optical circuit of the tip clearance sensor
produced the need for laboratory modellin g of the proposed concepts.
Experiments were therefore forrmilated to Outermine the followingt
(1) The problems-, associated with producing a very narrow bean( of
light over the active region of the optical circuit.
('^) A feel for the components needed for optical circuit efficiency
resulting in an acceptable detector signal/noise ratio and response.
(3) The affects of diffraction of the light beam on the (li,tected
signal, r,c -► blade begins to interrupt the li41ht be; ►m (static
tests).
•
8
Fiqur^ 3	 TFA Compressor Confiquration -
Application Of Optical Tip Clearance Sensor Design
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Jc t Up
The basic optical components of the sensor were positioned in an optical
bench set up (w a schematic, Figure 4). The components chosen were n first
cut ,ct 1 ( •nrl)t At (emonst rat irnl It he sensor concept f vas i I)i 1 i ty. The I iUht
source wan it standard 18.2 watt microscope intensity lamp, focused into they
input 1'iber optic cable, which consisted of is bundle of fourteen (14),
11.09 1 ) miii ((1.00'39 inch) core diameter glass fibers. The output tip of this
.(ble was conligured into it mingle row of fibers. The input lens wits an
optical crown glass plano-convex with an anti-reflection coutingi no output
le ►►s was used. A state-of-the-art PIN Silicon photodiode/operational
amplifier combination served as the photodetector. The components were!
mpaccd to produce a theoretical 0.0254 mm (.001 inch) thick geometricAl.
images rct the center of the clearance mensing region. The photodiode/op amp
output voltage was dimplayed from both n digital voltmeter and an oscillo-
9cope. Different sized aperatures were timed to very the light beam thick
-r(ess.
Itc(su 1 t S
The experinwnts hell)( ' to demonstrate the limitations and tradeoffs involved
in producing a nrrrow light beam. The data showed that as the aperture size
was decreased in an effort to decrease the overall light beam width, the
effects of diffraction limited the extent of narrowing that could be
achieved. It was concluded that the light beam thickness cannot be made
small er ►ough to render it negligible in the clearance calculation. although
signal triggering) at the halt' intensity light level, as the blades pass
Ih I'll tiglh the beam, should still result in an accurate clearance measurement.
An adequate light source/detector combination was not demonstrated in the
( xl)erirnents although a first cut feel with gained for wha t optical component%
re required. It was e-timated that the optical energy reaching the
photodiode should be increased by a factor of 10". This gain can partially
be achieved by optim?/ing the optical component sizes and spacings, but major
emphasis should be placed on techniques to pomp more optical energy into
the input cable using it more intense and directional light source.
Diffraction will cause distortion of the light beam an a rotor blade pc.saes.
Calculations of these effects are very complex. Further experimental
investiglations of the light intensity variations produced by different
beam/blade positions must be don,:!.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Division of the Optical tip clearance sensor into its four basic subsystems
i s sh()wti schematically in Figure >.
Optical Sensing; Elements
II • opt i ca l sons i ng e I euu lit Is subsystems i s de fined for t I  tip c learance
sensor . ► ec those components Ijetween the 'input and output fiber vatic cables.
These element must modify the incoming fiber optic light into ttr. form of
a vary thin beam al. it passes through the compressor region, and transmit
th y• r ►
 sultincl light pulses to the receiver calile. The input lens focuses an
image of the input source at the center of the active sensing region. The
arorture reduces the beam size. The output lens focuses the transmitted
beam into the receiver cable.
Figure 0 shows the optical sensing elements as they mount in a conceivable
rig-mounted sensor frame. Techniques for incorporating optical material
components into a metallic sensor framework have been established through
General Electric's in-holnse experience.. In addition, procedures have been
developed for successful mounting to the TF3 1c compressor caning using
standoff pads.
Source"Detector Suhsystem
Thl • li i- lht source produces the sensor's optical poser. Enough power must be
!1vnvrated sorb that the photodetector can respond with rcn adequate signal to
noise ratio and speed of response. As mounted in the electronic control
environment, the operating temperature range is -540c to 121 oc (-65OF to
,:")ti()F). Other considerations are power dissipation and physical size.
Althonulh it definite choice has not been made, possible alternatives are
incandescent reflectors, focused tungsten arc lamps, zenon point sources,
rind small lagers.
"fhe detector serves as the interface between the optical clearance signal
and the digital electronics. It should have a small active area to minimize
.junction capacity ar.1 thus secure an output rise time of less than one micro
sec:orul. It too will be mounted in the electronics environment. The
simplest: solution could be a silicon photodiode with separate or integral
amplification. however, Avalanche detectors, although more expensive and
requiring a separate power supply, are superior.
Fiber Optic Cables and Connectors
The input fiber optic cable transmits light from the light source to the
optical sensing elements region. Optical coupling at both ends of this
cable is the most important factor in the sensor's optical efficiency. At
the source end, the cable numericai aperture (NA) should be no larger than
necessary to slather in as much of the available light as possible. A
circular bundle configuration provides symmetry and reliability. At the
sensor end, the fibers will be configured into a single parallel row, acting
as the object tip for the projected thin light ray. A minimum NA will
minimize spread of the beam towards the input lens and aperture.
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The output filx-r optic calk must capture • the intermittent light i%ignal
from tilt- sensing area, tr:uismitting it to the• photodetector. Its active,
diameter is determined by the projected ray image siie and the detector's
active area.
Mechanical couplings of the cables will be accommodated by using Stainless
steel cable plu gs/receptacle type fittings as shown in Figure 7. These
provide for close coupling at both the source and detector jUnctions, as well
as cluic•k and accurate assembly at all end positions.
Electronics
Sensor electronics are required to transform the alternating voltage signal
from the photodetector into a digital clearance word. The overall electronics
block diagram is shown in Figure 8. Other inputs include power supplied for
the operational iunplifiers, digital chips, microprocessor, and memory units.
Output clearance information could include average clearancv and minim ►un
clearance over a cycle of rotor blade measurements, as well as to continuous
clearance• signal. Clearance is determined by digitally counting the time of
light blockade t 1 and the time of blade passing t 2 , and substituting into an
equation of the form,
d	 A x COS (It x t 1/t •-,)) - C
where A ,uul It ari• physical constants and C is a systematic error correction
factor. Internal hybrid substrates and discreet electrical components would
be packaged comparable to existing electronic controls.
SENSOR QUANTITATIVE PREDICTIONS
Measurement Range
Sensor clearance measurement range depends upon the radius of the rotor and
the number of rotating blades. For the TF34 stale d compressor, with 88
blades and a 17.4 01 cm (6.875 inches) rotor radius, the range is 111 microns
(.001+38 inches) for one sensor. An increased range can be obtained with
multiple sensors.
Accuracy
Maximum tensor resolution occurs Lit the zero clearance, maximimm speed
condition. Using a 7 M11L digital clock and at, say, the TF34 takeoff speed
of 1721X1 TU-)M, maximum resolution is 0.813 microns (.033 mils).
A clearance measurement error occurs due to compressor rotor blade thickness.
The time of light blockage is made too long due to the leading and trailing
edges of the blade blocking and unblocking the light beam. For a blade
circumferential thickness of 0.080 mm (27 mils), this error can be as high
as 13.7 microns (0.5 mils;). This error is systematic and can be compensated
out by the electronic software.
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Various types of blades as well as dimensional tolerances contribute to blade
►apacintl variat ions within any particular rotor. This affects the sensor light
pulse nl('tnal lentlthr+ iand tht , clearance meaxuremetit accuracy. Rased oil
blade aapacintl variations, the affect on clearance measurement is negligible.
However, excess ively wide or narrow blade spacings cause erroneous clearance
signals which must tx , disregarded by the electronics software or tined am
lane/rev markers.
A w i aler light beam throutlh the sensor active area results in a less abrupt
.at tenant ion of the Light rignal as as comp remror Made pit Amea, and a I e m a
.accurate tip clearance calculation. As analyzed in the laboratory experiments,
;ignal t . ► ' ictger ' ing at the half intensity position is necessary to minimize
thin effect.
Transient. Response
A short time , is needed by the electronic processor to do the clearance
calculation after the time intervals t and t,, are measured. For an 88 blade
comprvsmor ntaage it is ntiatgested that every trird blade be measured, requiring
three revolutions to complete a cycle. At takeoff speed of 17,E rpm, this
corresponds to a clearance nwaasurement output every 118 micromeconds.
Sensitivity To Environtiwilt
Temperature capabilities of the mensor componeratm have been briefly
inveKtiet;Ited. 11 II11W,krs that the litlht source, photodetector, and fiber
optic cables are all sensitive to the engine mounted environment.
Power Requirements
The sensor electronics, including the phol diode but not the light source,
will consume approximately 18 watts. For comparison, the Full Authority
Dii'lital Electronics Control (I^ADEC), being developed in the Contractor's
,advanced controls program, dissipatrm on the order of '2W watts.
RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT AREAS
Light Source and Detector Choices
lleforc_ any subsequent feasibility demonstrations, it is imperative that the
sensor light source anti detector choices be made. Especially in tha n
 case
of the light source, several possibilities should be identified. A static
laboratory experiment should again be performed to verify that adequate
optical power has been attained over the temperature range.
1$
Sensor Frame Design
Mee:h.ulical design of the sensing 4-h-ments t frame Involve-4 matching with
the compressor coming much that the frame retains its strnightness and
i ►► teIttAty durintl Cnming thermal radial growth cycles, distortionm, curd
vibrat ion. Vibrational modem of the sensor itself should Also be studied.
'nurmc ► I Ft I oc I s
Thi , mer► :-in(l elements subsystem requtirem it 	 effects anrtlysis to ammuro
, I)nt i ►►ued accurate performance over the 1 emperature rantp-r. For example,
thermal ttrowth wi l t affect such items its the image focal point position
i n t hi- (1 am flow red) ion and the aperture diameter.
Sensor Range Incrense
The future applications of this optical tip clearance set ► mor will probably
demand a sub ptantial increase in its measurement ran4le. As a feedback
men4or in an active control syrtem, the mensor would need to provide ctn
error mirtttal in a ranee oil 	 side o!' some null position. Used am a
clearance monitor or mappin4l device would require the sensor to measure
many timer its single beam capability.
,rurhine Area Application
Optimizing engine efficiency throuilh clearance control requires primary
Applicat ion to the turbine area. Due to the major et ►ertly extraction by the
turbine, modest increases in weight and cost are offset by the performance
tl:tinm and remultintt decreases in fuel consumption that are achieved.
PLAN FOR FEASIBILITY DCMONSTRATION OF
OPTICAL TIP CLEARANCE SENSOR
OBJECTIVES
The overall objective is to extablish a detail test pitui for the optical
tip clearance seneior much thnt when satisfactorily completed, the tests .41,ow
that the sensor concept is feasible and warrants continuing development for
npplientions to digital electronic propulsion control systems on commercial
and military aircraft. The sensor designed and built for the test to to be
it laboratory model, desi(,lned primarily to show that this concept can be
used to measure a spin rig rotor casing clearance et an accur ►cy of + 12.7
microns (_ 0.5 mils). Demonstration of mechanical and thermal integrity
would tH done try analysis to show it high degree of confidence towards
engine application.
The rotor to casing clearance changes will be provided by the spin rig
rotor elastic radial stress growth due to centrifugal forces, as the rig
speed is increamed. With this as the input to the mounted sensor, rerordrd
measurements will be made of the input versus sensor output during steady
state calibration and rotor nccels. A touch probe will provide it
clearance rneasurenu-nt.
TEST PLANS
Se t Up
The demonstration will include all four subsystems of the optical tip
clearance sensor'. Bench checkouts of the subsystems will be performed
prior to testing as a unit on they rig. The spin rig will consist of n
facAimilr- of the TF34 compressor, rotated to simulate, as far ns practical,
compretsor blade passing frequencies. A touch probe will be mounted to
measure minimum tip clearance at the %;une location as where the optical
sensor measuremf • rtts are taken. Figure 9 shows the spin rig casing set up.
Provisions will a lso be matte to record sensor vibrational g level, for
engine comparisons, and to observe the photodiode output waveform, in order
to check where signal counting ie initiated and terminated.
Demonstrations
Because of its small measurement range, the optical sensor will be able to
actively measure clearance over only a particular band of the spin rig
rotor's radial excursion over the speed range. After the touch probe
clearance versus speed calibration, the optical sensor will be shimmed into
position and calibrated over one or several of these speed bands. Accels
and decels through these ranges will demonstrate sensor response and any
hysteresis. Art incremental speed change will reveal sensor resolution
capabilities.
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DISCUSSION OF OPTICAL. SENSOR PROGRAM RESULTS
Ta••k I resulted in the choice of the t)ptical digital tip cleat'ance sensor)
fr-)m among those sensor concepts tlenerated, as the concept reflecting the
highs-st confidence in feasibility and in future application payoff. This
concept was pursued throughout the remainder of the program.
Quantitative performance predictions, produced in Task 2, fisted up the
soundness of the sensor concept. Sketches, drawings, fabrication methods,
fui ►ctional descriptions, and environmental requirements were- provided for
the satisfactory operation of the rc •nsor subsystems. All components were
nt4m(-mxr`d ns to their potential for providing reliable operation in an
engine-mounto-d envirorunent. Several areas requiring development, before
the concept becomes viable in a practical sense, were suggested.
A feasibility test plan wa pi produced in Task 3. Through this do-monstration,
involving a careful choice of o;rtic •nl components, a decision can he made ar
to whether the opticsl sensor concept warrant y, continued effort towards
engine application.
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TM(' REMARKS
Thir Final Report munmiari7ed tho , wt ► rk performed
 under is program for tlu•
Analyris and Preliminar} Dehign of Ol . t teal Di^litnl :enwor •s For Propulsion
Control. An optical, digital tip c1parance mennor was the item analyzed.
1 ►erfotmud laboratcry experiments expom4-d no coticeptual roadblocks to it
cont itmed th-velolxnent effort. Performance predictionx show that application
of the sensor to an active closed loop clearance control system is yet a
feasible goal. Satisfactory operation of the optieiel circuit over the
temperature rangt • nhould next lx•
 demonstrated, followed by d .-tailed dosiqr►
for testinq on it spin rig.
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